2000 dodge neon alternator

The alternator on your Dodge, whether it's a car, truck or van, is an essential piece of its
electrical system. In fact, if the alternator is not working perfectly, your Dodge will soon begin to
experience serious problems. For example, with an improperly functioning alternator, the
battery will quickly drain. Without a fully charged battery, the vehicle will not start. Thus, with a
bad alternator, you face the risk of being stranded anywhere at any time. Thankfully, there are
things you can do to troubleshoot your Dodge's alternator in your own garage. Open the hood
of your Dodge with the engine turned off. Locate the alternator. Depending on your model of
Dodge, the location will vary. It will, though, have a belt running to it. Check this belt to make
sure it is tight. If the belt is loose, you can try tightening it by adjusting the alternator on its
mounting bracket. You will need a wrench or socket set to accomplish this. Also, while you
have your tools and with the engine still turned off, you should remove any guards or covers
from the battery. Connect the digital voltmeter to your Dodge's battery terminals. Be sure to
connect the positive clip on the volt voltmeter to the positive post and the negative clip to your
battery's negative post. The reading you receive will reflect the charge of the battery alone. A
reading around A reading below 12 volts may indicate your Dodge's battery is the culprit.
Charge the battery and, without running the car in the meantime, test it again the next day.
Another low reading would mean that your battery is bad or that you have a short circuit in the
wiring. Disconnect the voltmeter from the battery posts and ask a friend or family member to get
behind the wheel and start the Dodge. Then reconnect the voltmeter to the battery exactly as
you did before. Now ask your friend or family member to turn on the Dodge's headlights and trip
them to high beam. Look at the voltmeter. At this point, you should witness a reading anywhere
from A variance of a few tenths of a volt is okay. Now ask your friend or family member to
increase the RPM of the Dodge to approximately 1, or a fast idle. Read the voltmeter again. This
time a reading between If you see anything below Listen to the Dodge's alternator while the
engine is running. The alternator should be quiet. If you hear squealing, rattling or grinding
coming from the alternator, it will need repair or replacement. Arthur Barnhouse has written
numerous short stories, contributed content to various websites and was an invited speaker at
a university symposium on creative writing. He began writing in and holds a Bachelor of Arts in
English literature from the University of Pittsburgh. Barnhouse has driven across the United
States numerous times and draws upon his travel experiences in his writing. Step 1 Open the
hood of your Dodge with the engine turned off. Step 2 Locate the alternator. Step 3 Connect the
digital voltmeter to your Dodge's battery terminals. Step 4 Disconnect the voltmeter from the
battery posts and ask a friend or family member to get behind the wheel and start the Dodge.
Step 5 Look at the voltmeter. Wrench or socket set volt digital voltmeter Friend or family
member to help. See the Back button â€” blue bar at the very top of the page â€” to explore
more. Add your complaint? The car idles very high and then accelerates to higher speeds
without touching the accelerator pedal. There is a high acceleration boosts and spurts when
first accelerating from a stopped position, causing car to lunge forward at high speeds. The car
refuses to start when not used daily, such as a problem with the starter or the alternator, but no
problems have been found with either parts upon inspections by a mechanic. Front axles pop
when turning. Key is hard to disengage or remove from the ignition. Brakes are constantly
squealing and wear every months regardless F how the car is driven. Though it may or not be a
problem for some, the fold down seats in the rear seat do not have a disengage lever from the
trunk. Over-head dome light does not function properly and has faulty wiring, so that even
though all doors are closed the dome light never shuts off. There is constantly a fuse light that
flashes in my dash, though all fuses have been checked numerous times and all are in perfect
working order, though they have been replaced, the warning light still flashes. Fuses have been
replaced multiple times, but the problem still has not been fixed. Water leaks in from rain or
windshield wipers causing musty odor in the car. Car constantly over-heats during travel over
miles and leaks anti-freeze, though no leaks or pin holes of any kind could be found. Trunk
sticks making it hard to open or disengage, caused key to be broken off inside the trunk lock.
Add Complaint. When applying the brakes, the vehicle will start to pulsate at any speed. Also,
extended stopping distance. Contacted dealer. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To
Order: Air Charge Temperature Sensor Connector. Camshaft Position Sensor Interrupter.
Computer Control Relay. Crank Position Sensor. Electronic Control Unit. Engine Camshaft
Position Sensor Connector. Engine Coolant Temperature Sensor Connector. Engine Crankshaft
Position Sensor Connector. Engine Oil Pressure Sensor. Idle Air Control Valve Connector.
Ignition Capacitor. Ignition Coil. Ignition Coil Connector Kit. Ignition Switch Connector. Intake
Manifold Temperature Sensor. Knock Sensor. Knock Sensor Connector. Reference Sensor.
Spark Plug. Spark Plug Set. Spark Plug Tube Seal Set. Spark Plug Wire Set. Throttle Position
Sensor Connector. Vapor Canister Purge Solenoid. Vapor Canister Purge Solenoid Connector.
Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts.

Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. BBB Industries. DIY
Solutions. Pure Energy. WAI Global. Shop By Vehicle. API Alternator. Click to Enlarge. Core
Price [? DIY Solutions Alternator. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Pure Energy
Alternator. Pure Energy N Alternator. Remy Alternator. Image is not vehicle specific. Product
List Price:. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. BBB Industries Alternator. Denso
Alternator. TYC Alternator. WAI Global Alternator. Catalog: P. Vehicle Engine Dodge Neon.
Catalog: Q. Catalog: B. Catalog: A. Vehicle Dodge Neon. Catalog: H. Catalog: C. How do I
bypass ecm voltage regilator in dodge neon? Im not sure where field wire from after market
voltage regulator goes on factory voltage reg. And if I have to cut factory voltage reg wire to kill
circuit so I dont fry the ecm? Please help befor I blow my car up. I love this car and only have
had for couple months. Note this started after my alt belt broke. Do you. I also have ran a obdll
scan on it and its comeing back with the fallowing codes. Fixed any bare wires. I just want 2
bypass ecm voltage regulator tell I can afford to get new ecm. Please help would be most
greatfull. Was this answer. The voltage regulator inside the Engine Computer gives extremely
little trouble. I can help you install a s regulator but first, measure the voltages on the three
alternator wires. The fat output wire must have 12 volts all the time. One small wire will have 12
volts and the other small wire must have less than that but not 0 volts. Those last two voltages
will only be there when the engine is running, not just with the ignition switch turned on. Holler
back with those readings. Caradiodoc Was this answer. Whats up with that? Not sure how you
got higher voltage on the small field wire than what was on the output wire, but the secret is the
voltage on the second small wire. It's going to be the same as the first small wire, less than that,
or 0 volts. My bet is for 0 volts. That would mean the brushes are worn. If you find between
around 4 - 11 volts, that circuit is working. In that case, suspect a shorted diode in the
alternator. K well ill check it agian and ill have alt checked agian. I checked it in a rush cause its
like below zero out. Soo ill let ya know when I check it agian. Do u think charging system could
cause sensor codes 2 throw Was this answer. Checked both lil wires both are reading high like
jumping between 12 and Whats with that is it my alt or ecu? System voltage that is too low can
affect sensor readings, however, there is a set of conditions for a code to set. One of those
conditions is that other certain codes can't already be in memory. As an example, you can get a
high manifold vacuum reading from the MAP sensor by snapping the throttle while you're
standing beside the car. The only way to get a high manifold vacuum reading for seven seconds
or longer is if you're coasting with your foot off the gas. That's how the computer knows the car
is moving. No pulses from the vehicle speed sensor is a legitimate condition when the car is
standing still, but if the computer knows the car is moving, there had better be a signal coming
from the speed sensor. If not, it will set a code. If there is already a fault code set in memory for
the MAP sensor, there is no way to know what to expect from the speed sensor, so no code can
be set for him. Some codes will not set below a certain temperature, or unless the problem acts
up for a required period of time. In the case of the alternator, the code will be "field circuit not
switching properly". Any code for something that could have an adverse effect on tail pipe
emissions will turn on the Check Engine light. That includes charging system codes, but not
because it will affect sensor readings. It's because low voltage to the injectors or ignition coil s
could cause misfires and raw, unburned fuel in the exhaust. It suggests the field circuit is ok.
What I think is happening is the circuit is switching on and off about times per second. The
percentage of on-time varies to vary average current flow through the field circuit. That's the
way vcr power supplies work. Digital voltmeters take a reading, analyze it, then display the
reading while taking the next measurement. Subsequent readings might be taken while the field
circuit is turned off or turned on. This all happens multiple times per second and is why the
display jumps around. What we need to do is to perform a "full-field" test to bypass the voltage
regulator. That involves grounding the dark green wire between the alternator and the voltage
regulator in the Engine Computer. The best way to do that, if you can get to it, is to ground that
wire at the back of the alternator while the engine is running, and measure the voltage on the
output wire. That dark green wire can also be grounded at the Engine Computer but I don't know
how hard that will be to access the connectors so you can back-probe it. It's in pin 8. The
trouble is both connectors are black, but there is no pin 8 in the wrong connector. Each one has
four rows of pins with ten pins in each row. Pin 8 is in one of the outer rows, third from the end.
Just be sure it's a dark green wire. If the two wires are plugged into the back of the alternator, it
will be safer to ground the dark green wire there. The wrong wire is dark green with an orange
stripe. On some models those two wires go through a small black plastic block so you can't tell
which wire goes to which terminal. If that's the case, I can paste a copy of a procedure that
might help identify the right terminal. When you ground that wire, watch the voltmeter or the
brightness of the head lights. You'll hear the alternator strain. If the voltage doesn't go up
significantly, suspect a shorted diode in the alternator. K I just did a full field test and when I

ground the dark green wire on back of alt it made the volts go even higher but I also checked
both wires with meter and they both were just jumping in the 12 volt range what do I do now?
Green wire with orange stripe is reading about What was the voltage on the fat output wire
during the full-field test? It should have gone up to at least 16 volts. Ya it was jumping around
15 and And dont know if it matters but throuugh all of this I have 2 keep vacum line that runs
into pvc that runs into valve cover is un hooked cause when its hooked up it wants to kill my
motor. Boy, that sure would seem like the regulator is defective. Darn the bad luck! The last
thing is to find that dark green wire in the connector for the Engine Computer. I never had one
apart, but I'm guessing there is a plastic cover that can be snapped off so you can back-probe
the terminals while they're still connected to the computer. Stick a stretched out paper clip in
next to that wire so you can measure the voltage on it. If you find 0 volts, that wire is broken
somewhere between that plug and the alternator. If there is some voltage there, you can use a
jumper wire to ground that terminal and it should also cause the system to full-field. If that
works, I guess I'd have to agree the regulator circuit is the problem. If the battery was recently
disconnected, that would explain the low idle speed. There's an easy fix later once the charging
system is working. It just involves driving it. K well with car not running it reads 4 volts for some
reason it wont start now but I think I might be out of gas. That 4 volts must be coming out of the
computer. It can show up from the internal circuitry. If you measure that same voltage at the
alternator, the wire must be ok. K got gas its running. Checked while running solid green whire
only, putting out 2. And I ground that solid green wire right at the compuer and it reads o. What
do I do know? What reads 0? Where are you measuring? Wire comeing out of computer. How
do I wire this after market voltage regulater? Hope this diagram comes out ok. Figure 1 is what
you have now. Current flows from the battery, through the automatic shutdown relay, when the
engine is running , through the rotating field winding, through the voltage regulator inside the
Engine Computer, to ground and back to the battery. In Figure 2, the external regulator takes the
place of the circuit in the Engine Computer. That is the power wire to run the regulator and it's
the system voltage sensing wire. That wire exists in your current system too. Figure 3 shows
what the wire end of the s regulator connector looks like. Cut the green wire from the
computer's connector and connect it to the green wire in the regulator's connector. The new
regulator must be bolted to the body sheet metal because the metal housing is the third
connection. Caradiodoc Image Click to enlarge. Please login or register to post a reply. Related
Alternator Not Charging Content. Got a red battery warning light on? This most likely means the
alternator has gone out and needs to be replaced. This is a common problem for most vehicles
and you can Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! What tools do you need to change
and alternator on a dodge neon highline and how do you change that alternator? Do you. Are
you sure it's defective? Chrysler alternators give extremely little trouble, but when they do, it's
usually worn brushes. On most models, they can be replaced without removing the alternator
from the engine. Have you actually done any diagnosis or are you just guessing the alternator is
bad? What is the symptom? Was this answer. At first the car wouldn't start then we got it
jumped and then disconnect the negative connection from the battery then the car shut off.
After that, we charged the battery and we drove it to auto parts store then when we drove it
back, it had died. Battery is new, Febuary of Sorry for the long delay. You are extremely lucky
the engine shut off when you disconnected the battery. Doing that while the engine is running
was a test used decades ago by people who didn't understand how charging systems worked. If
your alternator is NOT defective, removing the battery cable removes the cushion that helps
regulate system voltage. The voltage produced by a good alternator varies between around 8 to
16 volts. The battery smooths out those pulses and gives the voltage regulator a steady voltage
to watch. Without the battery, the regulator sees the pulsing drops to 10 volts and tries to
increase output voltage to If you increase engine rpm while that is happening, the output
voltage can very easily exceed 30 volts. Any guess what happens to the engine computer, body
computer, remote keyless entry computer, air bag computer, anti-lock brake controller, and
electronic radiator fan relay when system voltage goes too high? On older, more reliable cars,
the worst that would happen was you'd burn out any light bulbs that were turned on at that time.
On newer cars, you can easily do thousands of dollars worth of damage in a few seconds.
Please don't do that test again. The best way to tell if your charging system is working is to
measure battery voltage while the engine is running. With the engine off, battery voltage should
be near With the engine running, it must stay between Lower than Over Don't panic if your
voltage is a little out of that range. If the battery was run down, the system voltage will likely be
less than Disconnect battery negative cable. Loosen the jam nut and adjustment bolt, 3. Raise
vehicle and support. Remove accessory drive splash shield. Loosen the lower mounting bolt.
Remove the generator drive belt. Disconnect the generator field circuit wiring connector. Push
the RED locking tab to release. Remove the upper and lower mounting bolt and move generator

off of pivot bracket. Remove pivot bracket. Remove Generator through wheel well. Install
generator through wheel well. Install lower pivot bracket and tighten bolts to 54 Nm 40 ft. Loose
install the upper and lower mounting bolts. Connect the generator field circuit wiring connector.
Push the RED locking tab to lock. Install the generator drive belt. Lower vehicle. Tension belt.
Tighten adjustment bolt. Tighten the jam nut Tighten lower mounting bolt and tighten bolts to 54
Nm 40 ft. Install splash shield. Connect battery cable. See diagrams below for further help
Images Click to enlarge. Electrical problem Dodge Neon 4 cyl Automatic miles I just had my
transmission replaced and put in a new battery as well as a new cam shaft sensor. This morning
my car began to shudder and the battery light came on. I think my problem is with the
alternator, what is involved in getting that checked and repairing my alternator Was this answer.
Welcome, use a digital voltmeter, take a reading across the battery posts, everything turned off,
note the reading. Start the vehicle, take second reading across the battery posts, the second
reading should be higher than the first, if charging system is working. Some of the national
brand autostores will test alternator. If the alternator checks good, you'll have to check wiring
circuits. My husband just replaced the alternator and computer board about 1 month ago and
yesterday the alternator let go again what could cause this to happen Was this answer.
Overloading the charging system could bring on early failure. This can be due to a bad battery,
not recharging the battery before installing the new alternator or jump starting other vehicles.
Let me add to that the installation of a high powered, aftermarket stereo system. I have a 99
neon while im driving the battery light sometimes will come on and the voltage will go up to 18
or above I have replaced the alternator the battery the belt and the computer and the car is still
doing the same thing. If the battery is unhooked for a day or two it will run just fine for a week
brfore the problem returns. Any help would be great Was this answer. Good observation about
it going to 18 volts. Without that important information, the most common cause of a charging
problem is worn brushes due to high mileage. That would cause an undercharge condition.
There are only four things that can cause an overcharge condition, and you replaced two of
them already. The first is a grounded brush in the alternator, or more likely, a frayed wire on that
terminal that is touching the case. The second, less likely cause is a shorted voltage regulator
inside the engine computer. They do not fail very often because there are too many safeguards
built in. The third cause is a break in the system voltage sensing wire going to the computer.
Often other things won't work because they use the same circuit for their power supply. The
fourth, and possibly the most likely cause of the problem is a grounded wire. The first step in
finding this intermittent problem is to measure the voltages on the two small wires bolted to the
back of the alternator. One will have full battery voltage, but only two times. First, for about two
seconds after you turn on the ignition switch, then it will go back to 0 volts. The voltage will
appear again when the engine is rotating, cranking or running. You will need the engine running
to take these measurements. The second wire will have less than battery voltage, but it will not
be 0 volts. The voltage regulator will draw the voltage down, typically to 4 - 11 volts. This is the
wire you must monitor. If the problem shows up very infrequently, tie a long wire to this terminal
and run it inside the car to a voltmeter with the meter's black lead grounded to the body.
Observe the voltage when the problem occurs. Even i
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f the voltage regulator is shorted, voltage on that wire will not go down to 0 volts. Anything
related to a defective regulator or the voltage sensing wire will result in 2 - 4 volts on that wire. If
you find 0 volts when the problem occurs, inspect the wiring harness for a place it is laying on a
hot exhaust manifold or is cut on a sharp metal bracket. The wire's insulation could also be
rubbed through and the wire is touching bare metal. You might be able to make the problem act
up by moving the harnesses around or rocking the engine. For convenience, turn on the
headlights so you can see the change when you make the problem act up. You will also hear the
alternator whine when it becomes "full-fielded". Caradiodoc Was this answer. Please login or
register to post a reply. Got a red battery warning light on? This most likely means the
alternator has gone out and needs to be replaced. This is a common problem for most vehicles
and you can Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!

